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UTILIZATION INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
TO DETERMINE FAULTS BY USING THERMAL CAMERA FLUKE Ti10 

The contribution deals with the problem the use of thermovision in the automotive industry to fault diagnosis. Thermo-
vision shows the decomposition of temperature field to surface of the body in the infrared region spectrum that the human eye 
to see, and are therefore currently thermovision is considered a very useful tool for predictive maintenance. The main ways 
to benefit from thermovision in the automotive industry for example motor control, ignition and set the air-fuel ratio, check 
cooling systems, thermostats, coolers, catalytic converters, brakes and tires, checking climate control. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Currently, cars older than 10 years show a larger degree of mechanical damage, especially 

engine components, which in a larger scale leads to a failure of the engine parts, whether ex-
ternal or internal [1, 2]. This stems mainly from the heat, friction and compression stress of 
these parts. We have worked with gasoline internal combustion engine to solve the problem, 
which showed signs of poor compression, poor performance, incomplete combustion and in-
creased emissions. [4] We tried to make a diagnosis [12, 8] without dismantling the internal 
combustion engine components such as cylinder head, cylinder head cover, exhaust heat 
shield and engine intake and exhaust manifold [6, 16, 22, 23] 

2. THE TEST SEQUENCE 
Prior to each thermal imaging, detailed mapping of surroundings conditions and location 

of thermal imaging measurements takes place. There has been an external air pressure, wind 
speed, relative humidity and ambient temperature. [7, 23] The object of measurement, given 
the state it was in, did not present any signs of surface moisture and due to its location in the 
engine compartment, there were no significant effect of wind, which at the time of the thermal 
imaging test amounted to 4 km.h-1. 

The subject of thermal imaging measuring has been a gasoline combustion engine type 
Z5-DE DOHC 16V Mazda production, made in 1998 (Fig. 3). With the help of thermal cam-
era Fluke Ti10 (Fig. 4) measurements were conducted in a continuous sequence, in 14 
minutes time frame at a image frequency of 10 seconds per one infrared image [5, 13]. Thus 
we provided detailed mapping of the heat areas of engine block, cylinder head and exhaust 
manifold (Fig. 1) for identifying troubled parts of the internal combustion engine. Testing 
took place at ambient temperature of 17 °C. 

Measurement was carried out on the premises of the Technical University of Košice (Park 
Komenského No. 8) (Fig. 2). 

The above mentioned internal combustion engine was completely cooled at the beginning 
of the test, so any thermal changes could be mapped without affecting the surrounding objects 
which could create reflective radiation on the surface of the measured object and also to avoid 
error concealment during the heat transition from already heated parts of the internal combus-
tion engine. 
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Fig. 1 View of realized parts of a passenger car [3] 
 

 
Fig. 2 Map of grounds of the Technic University with highlighted measurement point 

  
Fig. 3 Mazda 323F [3] 
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A problem area was mostly the cylinder head and exhaust manifold, on which we have fo-
cused in the measurements. After starting the internal combustion engine, detailed records of 
engine surface temperature, ambient temperature in the vicinity of the combustion engine 
were conducted and the emphasis was put on the absence of any objects in close proximity, 
which could adversely affect the thermal imaging photography of the subject. 

Following (Fig. No. 4) describes part of Fluke Ti10, which was used in the practice of 
thermal imaging measurements. [3] 

Fluke Ti10 is the perfect device that will strengthen the arsenal of funds for repairs and 
maintenance. Due to the fact that it has been designed for use in harsh operating conditions, 
this is a powerful, fully radiometric imagers are ideal as a means for finding problems. [3] 

There has been created a sequence of 84 termovision frames from the start of the engine to 
its full heating and opening of the second cooling circuit. At the moment when the second 
cooling circuit began to cool with a fan on the radiator coolant, thermal imaging measure-
ments have been completed and the results stored on the storage medium, later processed us-
ing Smart View software (Fig. 5). [8, 14, 15] 

Fluke Smart View software is part of the Fluke Ti10. This powerful software is a modular 
suite of tools that annotates, views, edits and analyzes IR images. It also creates in a few sim-
ple steps to report fully customizable and professional-looking. [3]  

Fluke Smart View software is part of the Fluke Ti10. This powerful software is a modular 
suite of tools that annotates, views, edits and analyzes IR images. It also creates in a few sim-
ple steps to report fully customizable and professional-looking. [10, 11] 

 

 
Fig. 4 Thermal camera Fluke Ti10 [4] 
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3. EVALUATION OF THERMAL IMAGING MEASUREMENT 
As authorized service personnel expected, engine showed signs of damage or defects dur-

ing the test drive, whose diagnosis would mean dismantling the engine and even that would 
not ensure the accuracy of diagnosis only by visual assessment or assessment by measuring 
instrumentation from car service equipment. Time-consuming service diagnostics thus turned 
into a matter of several minutes. 

In the evaluation, we focused mainly on the image of fully warm engine, on which were 
clearly visible deficiencies. It was mainly a thermal anomaly in exhaust pipe area on 4. cylin-
der (Fig. 6). Due to the fact that the engine in the emission test showed increased emissions 
and noise from the exhaust pipe, we concluded that the problem is just the fourth cylinder on 
the basis of exhaust pipe infrared images, which showed a lower temperature compared to the 
other three pipelines under the heat shield (Fig. 7).  

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Smart View software [3] 
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Fig. 6 Visible light image [3]  Fig. 7 IR-fusion.IS2 [3] 

  
Fig. 8 Graph [3]  Fig. 9 IR-Image [3] 

 
In table 1 shows the color display of the potential danger places. 

Tab. 1  
Colorful display of potential danger places 

Color Surface moisture Assessment 
Green 0...64 % not critical 

Yellow-orange 65...80 % potentially critical 
Red > 80 % critical 

Heat values were compared and reported in the table 2 and 3 for the needs of authorized 
service. 

Tab. 2  
Main Image Markers 

Name Average Temperature Emissivity Background 
Center point 67,5 °C 0.95 17 °C 

Tab. 3  
Image Info 

 IR-fusion.IS2 
Background Temperature 17 °C 
Emissivity 0.95 
Average Temperature 67,5 °C 
Image Range 10 °C - 105 °C 
Camera Model Ti10 
Camera Serial Number Ti10-09040479 
Lens Description 20 mm 
OCA Version 1.2.9.0 
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Manufacturer Fluke 
DSP Version 1.2.9 
Lens Serial Number - 
Image Time 17/4/2010 12:17:19 
Calibration Range -25.0 °C - 125.0 °C 
 
There have been two options for cooler pipe on 4. cylinder - a bad fuel injector, or bad 

fuel ignition. Therefore, testing of the ramp injections took place through injection nozzles 
and its seals because of the possible fuel leaks, or due to clogging of injection nozzles. Prob-
lem was not confirmed at this point. The next step was to test the engine compression without 
combustion process and engine oil analysis for the presence of fuel. Compression was stand-
ard, as specified by the manufacturer of internal combustion engine, but the oil showed a 
small representation of unburned gasoline. This test was done by a authorized service. [4] 

The last option of an error was electric ignition system. As the automotive ignition system 
is designed differently from normal electrical systems, it is difficult to diagnose the problem 
by thermo vision. Therefore, the diagnostics using an electrical measuring instruments took 
place. Ignition wires and resistance values were diagnosed, which had to satisfy the manufac-
turer values for one meter length. This test was successfull. 

Subsequently, the test moved to diagnose spark plugs and distributor. The problem arised 
in this area, because the primary and secondary winding of distribution coil was off the manu-
facturer's specified values, resulting in a poor running engine and low power, but the problem 
that caused the bad combustion process on the 4th cylinder was the head of the distributor 
with damaged pin for power supply to the ignition cable and spark plug. After replacing these 
parts and reset of the engine control unit, this error did not repeat, and the engine has not only 
improved performance, but also emission rates and combustion temperatures. [5, 9, 11] 

4. CONCLUSION 
Thermovision is widely used modern method used in the diagnosis, but also the develop-

ment of monitoring and management of production processes, which is based on sensing and 
imaging of temperature fields. Therefore, the world's leading manufacturers of thermal-vision 
techniques are developed and used increasingly sophisticated and sophisticated systems in-
tended for the area of thermal diagnostics. More recently precisely these efforts thanks tech-
nical level and its availability was subject to rapid development of this technology. 

As can be seen on the results and measurement process, thermal imaging is of great im-
portance in the diagnosis of machinery faults without the need to shut down or disassemble 
such a device. There are no increased costs caused by replacing seals that need to be changed 
during disassembly. Infrared photography is a good way for rapid diagnosis and determina-
tion of defects and contributes not only to the correct estimation of an error, but also to further 
smooth operation of equipment. 
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